YOUR ULTIMATE GUIDE TO THE
GALAXY OF WIRE VIDEOMAKING

VIDEO CONTENT

Your full name
e.g. „Hi, my name is Grace Hopper (...) “

Scientific discipline

+

Current research interest/topic

e.g. „(...) I obtained a Ph.D. in Informatics and I ’m currently doing research on
Humour and Blockchain, which often makes me rolling over the floor laughing, well,
better known as ’rofl’. Apart from that, I’m hoping it’ll make me freaking rich (...)”

Scientific career
Please give some background regarding your scientific career (research topics/
interest in the past etc. as well as a glimpse at your personal life (e.g. hobbies, special
interests, personal peculiarities etc.)

Explain your interest in a fellowship at the WWU Münster
Why are you interested in a fellowship at the WWU Münster, what do you find
appealing etc?

Feel free to include any additional information/story about you, ...
... which helps getting to know you a little more despite the virtual gap due to
COVID-19.

Be casual
We encourage you to approach the video-making in a light-hearted, humorous and
casual manner. We’re not looking for the perfect application video as a „kind-of job
interview“. Foremost we want to get a first glimpse at who you are (personal info) and
what you do (research) in an entertaining manner. (Your best science-related joke
might come in handy as well … ;)
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VIDEO SPECS

Video length
Your video should have a minimum of 90 seconds
(please do not exceed 150 seconds of total running time).

Resolution
Please film in Full HD (1920 pixels x 1080 pixels) resolution.

Please film your video in landscape orientation

Please make sure you are discernable
Make sure that your video is neither too dark (and you become invisible – which might
be a nice trait as such, but unfortunately for us, we would not be able to see you).
The same applies to too bright settings, for exactly the same reason.

Audible voice
Please make sure that your voice is audible in the video.

File type and max. file size
Please save/export your video as a mp4-file with a max. file size of 1 GB).

Naming your file
Name your file as follows:
Last Name_First Name_ResearchDiscipline (e.g. Hopper_Grace_Informatics)

Upload-Link

Please upload your final video in your application portal account.
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Please don't forget to check page 3 for legal information
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QUICK TIPP
Smartphone apps you could use for post-production (you don’t have to, though!)
Quik
Premiere Rush
MovieMaker

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
Please make sure to adhere to following (technical and legal) restrictions:
If you do incorporate any music, sounds, graphics and/or photographs, please make sure that either you
own the copyright/license or you are allowed to use them under a creative commons license.
If any other person – apart from you – will be shown in your video, please make sure that you have their
consent.
By sending in your video you agree to following terms:
The video or parts of it may be made public on all WWU digital channels (e.g. WWU websites, blogs, social
media channels), albeit not without your approcal before release.
The video may be cut, rearranged or otherwise modified, albeit not without your approval before release.
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